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To

Apri'1 14, 1978

All

Power Reactor Licensees

Gentlemen:

Enclosed for your information and possible future use is the NRC
guidance on spent fuel pool modifications, entitled "Review and
Acceptance of Spent Fuel Storage and Handling Applications". This
document provides (1) additional guidance for the type and extent

needed by the NRC Staff to perform the review of
licensee proposed modifications of an operating reactor spent fuel
storage pool and (2) the acceptance criteria to be used by the
This includes the
NRC Staff in authorizing such modifications.
information needed to make the findings called for by the Commission
in the Federal Register Notice dated September 16, 1975 (copy enclosed)
of fuel pool modifications prior to the
. with regar d to authorization
Impact Statement, "Handling
Environmental
Generic
completion of the
Nuclear Power Reactors".
Water
from
Light
and Storage of Spent Fuel

of information

The

overall design objectives of

a

fuel storage

facility at

a

reactor

complex are governed by various Regulatory Guides, the Standard
This
Review Plan (NUREG-75/087), and various industry standards.
pertinent
of
the
document
a
in
single
guidance provides a compilation
portions of these applicable references that are needed in addressing
spent fuel pool modifications. No additional regulatory requirements
are imposed or implied by this document.
I

of license applications to date requesting authorization
increase
to
spent fuel storage capacity, the staff has had to request
additional information that could have been included in an adequately
necessary
in the future you find
documented initial submittal.
to apply for authorization to modify onsite spent fuel storage
capacity,.the enclosed guidance provides the necessary information
and acceptance criteria utilized by the NRC staff in evaluating these
applications. Providing the information needed to evaluate the
matters covered by this document would likely avoid the necessity
for NRC questions and thus significantly shorten the time required
Based on a review

it

If

.

to process

a

fuel pool modification

amendment.

Sincerely,
Brian K. Grimes, Assistant Director
for Engineering and Projects
Division of Operating Reactors
Enclosures:
1. NRC Guidance
2. Notice
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ENCLOSURE NO.

1

OT POSITION FOR REVIEW AND ACCEPTANCE OF
SPENT FUEL STORAGE AND HANDLING APPLICATIONS

I.

BACKGROUND

Prior to 1975, low density spent fuel storage racks were designed with
the pool
large pitch, to prevent fuel pool criticality even
contained the highest enrichment uranium in the light water reactor
fuel assemblies. Due to an, increased demand on storage space for
spent fuel assemblies, the more recent approach is to use high density
In the case of
storage racks and to better utilize available space.
the
old fuel pool
with
interfaces
the
new
rack
system
operating plants
structure. A proposal for installation of high density storage racks
The
may involve a plant in the licensing stage or an operating plant.
requirements of this position do not apply to spent fuel storage and
.handling facilities away from the nuclear reactor complex.

if

a

On

September

16, 1975, the Commission announced

(40 F.

R.

42801)

its

intent to prepare a generic environmental impact statement on handling
In this
and storage of spent fuel from light water power reactors.
notice, the Commission also announced its conclusion that it would not
be in the public interest to defer all licensing actions intended to
ameliorate a possible shortage of spent fuel. storage capacity pending
completion of the generic environmental impact statement.
directed that in the consideration of any such proposed
licensing action, an environmental impact statement or environmental
impact appraisal shall be prepared in which five specific factors in
addition to the normal cost/benefit balance and environmental stresses
should be applied, balanced and weighed.

The Commission

1

The

overall design objectives of

a

fuel storage

facility at

the reactor

complex are governed by various Regulatory Guides, the Standard Review
Plan, and industry standards which are listed in th'e reference section.
is obvious that
Based on the reviews of such applications to date

it

the staff had to request additional information that could be easily
included in an adequately documented initial submittal. It is the
intent of this document to provide guidance for the type and extent of
information needed to perform the review, and to indicate the acceptance

criteria

where applicable.

II.

REVIEW DISCIPLINES

objective of the staff review is to prepare (1) Safety Evaluation
Report, and (2) Environmental Impact Appraisal. The broad staff
disciplines involved are nuclear, mechanical, material, structural,

The

and environmental.

Nuclear and thermal-hydraulic aspects of the review include the potential for inadvertant criticality in the normal storage and handling of
the spent fuel, and the consequences of credible accidents with respect
to criticality and the ability of the heat removal system to maintain

sufficient cooling.

Mechanical, material and structural aspects of the review concern the
capability of the fuel assembly, storage racks, and spent fuel pool
system to withstand the effects of natural phenomena such as earthquakes, tornadoes, flood, effects of external and internal missiles,
thermal loading, and also other service loading conditions.
aspects of the review concern the increased thermal.
releases'from the facility under normal as well as
accident conditions, the occupational radiation exposures, the generation of radioactive waste, the need for expansion, the commitment of
material and nonmaterial resources, realistic accidents, alternatives
to the proposed action and the cost-benefit balance.
The environmental
and radiological

The

information related to nuclear and thermal-hydraulic type of
is discussed in Section III.

analyses

material, and structural related aspects of information are discussed in Section IV.

The mechanical,

information required to complete an environmental impact assessment, including the five factors specified by the Commission, is
provided in Section V.

The

Cl
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III. NUCLEAR'ND THERMAL-HYDRAULIC CONSIDERATIONS
Neutron

1.

Multiplication Factor

To include all credible conditions, the licensee shall calculate
the effective neutron multiplication factor, k f, in the fuel.
storage pool undef the following sets of assuming cogitions:

l.

1

Normal Storage

a.

shall be designed to contain the most reactive
fuel authorized to be stored in the facility without any
control rods or any noncontained" burnable poison and the
fuel shall be assumed to be at the most reactive point in

The racks

its life.

b.

shall

The moderator

be assumed

to

temperature within the fuel pool

largest reactivity.

be pure

limits

water at the

which yields the

c.

The array shall be assumed to be infinite in lateral extent
or to be surrounded by an infinitely thick water reflector
and thick concrete,"" as appropriate to the design.

d.

Mechanical uncertainties may be treated by assuming "worst
case" conditions or by performing sensitivity studies and

obtaining appropriate uncertainties.
e.

1.2

Credit may be taken for the neutron absorption in structural
materials and in solid materials added specifically for
neutron absorption, provided a means of inspection is established (refer to Section 1.5).

hathi

Postulated Accidents
The double

contingency principle of ANSI

N

16. 1-1975

applied. It shall require two unlikely, independent,
events to produce a criticality accident.

Realistic
boron)

H'"b

I

conditions (e. g., the presence of soluble
for the fuel pool and fuel assemblies.

pi

i

h

.,i

be noted that under certain conditions concrete
effective reflector than water.

be

concurrent

may be assumed

the fuel assembly.

""It should

initial

shall

9".1P

The

f

may be a more

postulated accidents shall include: (1) dropping of a fuel
element on top of the racks and any other achievable abnormal
location of a fuel assembly in the pool; (2).a dropping or tippihg of the fuel cask or other hhavy objects into the fuel pool;
(3) effect of tornado or earthquake on the deformation and relative position of the fuel racks; and (4) loss of all cooling
systems or flow under the accident conditions, unless the cooling
system is single failure proof.
1.3

Calculation Methods

calculation method and cross-section values shall: be verified
with critical experiment data for assemblies similar
comparison
by
to those for which 'the racks are designed. Sufficiently diverse
configurations shall be calculated to render improbable the
The

"cancellation of error" in the calculations. So far as practicable the ability to correctly 'account for heterogeneities (e.g.,
thin slabs of absorber between storage locations) shall be
demonstrated.

calculational bias, including the effect of wide spacing between
shall be determined from the comparison between calculation and experiment. A calculation uncertainity shall be
determined such that the true multiplication factor will be less
'han the calculated value with a 95 percent probability at a 95
percent confidence level. The total uncertainity factor on keff
shall be obtained by a statistical combination of the calculational and mechanical uncertainties. The k
value for the
racks shall be obtained by summing the calc50ited value, the
calculational bias, and the total. uncertainty.
A

assemblies

1.4

Rack

Modification

For modification to existing racks in operating reactors, the
fo'}lowing information should be provided in order to expedite the

review:

(a)

overall size of the fuel assembly which is to be stored
in the racks and the fraction of the total cell area which
represents the overall fuel assembly in the model of the
The

lattice cell;
stainless steel flux trap lattices;

nominal storage

(b)

For

H

0 +

thickfess

and type

of stainless steel

used

the nominal

in the storage

racks and the thermal .(.025 ev) macroscopic neutron absorpused in the calculation method

tion cross section that is
for this stainless steel;

(c) Also, for the H 0 + stainless steel flux trap lattices, the
change of the calculated neutron multiplication factor of

infinitely long fuel assemblies in infinitely large arrays
in the storage rack (i.e., the of the nominal fuel storage
lattice cell and the changed g) g for:
5

(d)

in fuel loading in

of

U, or equiva-

(1)

A change

(2)

change in the thickness of stainless steel in the
storage racks assuming that a decrease in stainless
steel thickness is taken up by an increase in water
thickness and vice versa;

grams

lent, per axial centimeter of fuel assembly where it is
assumed that this change is made. by increasing the
enrichment of the U
; and,

A

For lattices which use boron or other strong neutron absorbers provide:

(1)

The

effective areal density of the boron-ten

(i. e.,

B

atoms/cm

or the equivalent

atoms

of boron-

number

ten atoms for other neutron 'absorbers) between fuel
assemblies.

(2) Similar to Item
the storage

1.5

U,

The

(b)

The storage

(c)

The

The neutron

provide the sensitivity of
g to: .

lattice

pitch", and,

areal density of the boron-ten
fuel 'assembli'es.

atoms between

Criteria for Criticality
multiplication factor in spent fuel pools'hall

.less than or equal to 0. 95,

all conditions
those

be

includin all uncertainties, under
I

(1)

P

fuel loading in grams of
or equivalent,
per axial centimeter of fuel assembly,

(a)

Acceptance

C, above,

lattice cell

t

facilities

which employ a strong neutron absorbing
material to reduce'the neutron multiplication factor for the
storage pool, the licensee shall provide. the description of
onsite tests which will be performed to confirm the presence
The
and retention of the strong absorber in the racks.

. For

results of an initial, onsite verification test shall show
within 95 percent confidence limits that there is a sufficient amount of neutron absorber in the racks to maintain
the neutroh multiplication factor at o'r below 0.95. In
addition, coupon or other type of surveillance testing shall
be performed on a

statistically

acceptable sample size on

a

periodic basis throughout the life of the racks to verify
the continued presence of a sufficient amount of neutron
absorber in the racks to maintain the neutron multiplication
factor at or below 0.95.
(2)

Decay Heat

Calculations for the Spent Fuel

calculations for the amount of thermal energy that will
to be removed by the spent fuel pool cooling system
shall be made in accordance with Branch Technical Position
APCSS 9-2 entitled, "Residual Decay Energy for Light Mater,
Reactors for Long Term Cooling." This Branch Technical
Position is part of the Standard Revi'ew Plan (NUREG 75/087).
The

have

(3) Thermal-Hydraulic Analyses for Spent Fuel Cooling
Conservative methods should be used to calculate
fuel temperature and the incr ease in temperature
water in the pool. The maximum void fraction in
assembly and between fuel assemblies should also

the

maximum

of the
the fuel
be calculated.
'

Ordinarily, in order not to exceed the design heat load for
the spent fuel cooling system it will be necessary to do a
certain amount of cooling in the reactor vessel after reactor
prior to moving fuel assemblies into the spent fuel
~

The bases for the analyses should include the estab"
lished cooling times for both the usual refueling case- and

pool.

full

off load case.
A potential for a large increase in the reactivity in an H20
flux trap storage lattice exists if, somehow, the water is
kept out or forced out of the space between the fuel assemblies, conceivably by trapped air or steam. For this reason,
it is necessary to show that the design of the storage rack
is such that this will not occur and that these spaces will
the

core

in them. Also, in some cases, direct
heating of the fuel storage cell walls and of the
intercell water may be significant.
is necessary to
consider direct gamma heating of the fuel storage cell walls
and of the intercell water to show that boiling will not
occur in the water channels between the fuel assemblies.
Under postulated accident conditions where all non-Category
is
I spent, fuel pool cooling systems become inoperative,
necessary to show that there is an alternate method for
cooling the spent pool water. Mhen this alternative method
requires the installation of alternate components or significant physical alteration of the cooling system, the detailed
steps shall be described, along with the time required for
each.
Also, the average amount of water in the fuel pool
and the expected heat up rate of this water assuming loss of
all cooling systems shall be specified.
always have water

gamma

It

it
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'hutdown

(4)

Potential Fuel

and Rack Handl'ing Accidents

P

for moving the racks to and from and into and out
of the fuel pool, should be described. Also,'for plants
where the spent fuel pool modification requires different
fuel handling procedures than that described in the Final
Safety Analysis Report, the differences should be discussed.
If potential fuel and rack handling accidents occur, the
neutron multiplication factor in the fuel pool shall not
exceed 0.95. These postulated accidents shall not be the
cause of the loss of cooling for either the spent fuel or
the reactor.
The method

(5) Technical Specifications
To

insure against

fications are

criticality,

needed on

the following technical specifuel storage in hi'gh density racks:

1.

The neutron multiplication
shall be less than or equal

2.

The

(i.e.,

factor in the fuel pool
to 0.95 at all times.

of uranium-235,
per axial centimeter of assembly) in fuel
assemblies that are to be loaded into the high density
racks should be limited. The number of grams of
uranium-235, or equivalent, put in the plant's technical specifications shall preclude criticality in the
fuel pool.
fuel loading

grams

or'quivalent,

may lead to excessive loss
cause fogging. Analyses
and/or
of water due to evaporation
of all pool cooling
loss
consider
of thermal load should
spent fuel pool
the
specified
exceeding
To avoid
systems.
to incorporating
be
shall
given
consideration
temperatures,
water temperalimit
on
the
pool
specification
a technical
For
above.
described
concerns
the
resolve
ture. that would
to
refer
temperatures
water
values
of
pool
limiting
ANSI-N210-1976 entitled, "Oesign Objectives for Light Water
Reactor Spent Fuel Storage Facilities at Nuclear Power
Stations," except that the requirements of the Section
9. 1.3. III.1. d of the Standard Review Plan is applicable for
the maximum heat load with normal cooling systems in
operation.

Excessive pool water temperatures

0

IV.

MECHANICAL MATERIAL AND STRUCTURAL CONSIDERATIONS

(1)

Description of the Spent Fuel Pool and

Racks

Descriptive information including plans and sections showing the
spent fuel pool in relation to other plant structures shall be
provided in order to define the primary structural aspects and
elements relied upon to perform the safety-related functions of
the pool and the racks. The main safety function of the spent
fuel pool and the racks is to maintain the spent fuel assemblies
in a safe configuration through all environmental and abnormal
loadings,. such as earthquake, and impact due to spent fuel cask
drop, drop of a spent fuel assembly, or drop of any other heavy
object during routine spent fuel handling.
The major

structural elements reviewed

'escriptive
(a)

and

the extent of the

information required are indicated below.

Support of the Spent Fuel Racks: The general arrangements
and principal features of the horizontal and the vertical
supports to the spent fuel racks should be provided indi'cating the methods of transferring the loads on the racks to
the fuel pool wall and the foundation slab. All gaps
(clearance or expansion allowance) and sliding contacts
should be indicated. The extent. of interfacing between the
new rack system and the old fuel pool walls and base slab
should be discussed, i.e., interface loads, response spec-

tra, etc.

If connections of'he

racks are

made

to the

base and

that the pool liner,may

to the

side walls of
perforated, the provisions for avoiding leakage of radioactive water, of the pool should be indicated.
the pool such

(b)

be

a drop accident, and quantiare reviewed under the
parameters
fication of the drop
Postulated
drop accidents must
discipline.
environmental
include a straight drop on the top of a rack, a straight
drop through an individual cell all the way to the bottom of
the rack, and an inclined drop on the top of a rack. Integrity of the racks and the fuel pool due to a postulated
fuel handling accident is reviewed under the mechanical,
material, and structural disciplines. Sketches and sufficient details of the fuel handling system should be provided
to facilitate this review.

Fuel Handling:

Postulation of

(2) Applicable Codes, Standards

and

Specifications

Construction materials should conform to Section III, Subsec-,
tion NF of the ASME" Code. All Materials should be selected to
be compatible with the fuel pool environment to minimize corrosion and galvanic effects.
racks of
the AISC""
stainless steel material
of the
Section
of
requirements
NF
Subsection
specification or
is
code
Once
a
supports.
Class
3
component
Code
for
ASME B&PV
the
.When
followed'n
entirety.
must
be
provisions
its
chosen
AISC specification procedures are adopted, the yield stress
values for stainless steel base'metal may be obtained from the
of the ASME B&PV Code, and the design stresses deSection
fined in the AISC specifications as percentages of the yield
stress may be used. Permissible stresses for stainless steel
welds used in accordance with the AISC Code may be obtained from
Code.
Table NF-3292. 1-1 of ASME Section

Design,

fabrication,

and

installation of spent fuel

may be performed based

upon

III

III

III

Other materials, design procedures, and fabrication techniques
will be reviewed on a case by case basis.

(3)

Seismic and Impact Loads
For plants where dynamic input data such as floor response spectra or ground response spectra are not available, necessary
dynamic analyses may be perform'ed using the criteria described in
Section 3.7 of the Standard Review Plan. The ground response
spectra and damping values should correspond to Regulatory Guide
1.60 and 1.61 respectively.. For plants where dynamic data are
available, e.g., ground response spectra for a fuel pool supported by the ground, floor response spectra for fuel pools

soil-structure interaction was considered
in the pool design or a floor response spectra for a fuel pool
supported by the reactor building, the design and analysis of the
new rack system may be performed by using either the existing

'upported

on

soil

where

input parameters including the old damping values or new parameters in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.60 and 1.61. The use
of existing input with new damping values in Regulatory Guide
1.61

is not acceptable.

Seismic excitation along three orthogonal directions'hould be
imposed simultaneously for the design of the new rack system.
y

Codes,

ill

Latest Edition.

""American

h

l

idyl

Bll

dh

Institute of Steel Construction, Latest Edition.

y

from each direction should be combined by
of the sum of the squares. If response spectra are
available for a vertical and horizontal, directions only, the same
horizonta'1 response spectra may be applied along the other horizontal direction.

The peak response

square root

effect of submergence of .the rack system on the damping
the mass of the fuel racks has been under. study, by the NRC.

The

and

in wat'er may introduce damping from two sources, (a)
viscous drag, and (b)'radiation of energy away from the submerged
body in those cases where the confining boundaries are,far enough
Viscous
away to prevent reflection of waves at the boundaries.
damping --is generally negligible. Based upon the findings of this
current study for a typical high density rack configuration, wave
reflections occur at the boundaries so that no additional damping
should be taken into account.
Submergence

A

report

title

on

the

NRC

study is to be published shortly under the

Mass and Damping of Submerged Structures
(UCRL-52342)," by R. G. Dong. The recommendations provided in
this report on the added mass effect provide an acceptable basis

"Effective

for the staff review. Increased damping due to
water is not acceptable, without applicable test

submergence

in

data and/or

detailed analytical results.
Due

to

gaps between

and the walls of the guide
be generated by the impact of fuel

fuel assemblies

.
tubes, additional loads will
assemblies during a postulated seismic excitation. Additional
loads due to this impact effect may be determined by estimating
the kinetic energy of the fuel assembly. The maximum velocity of
the fuel assembly may be estimated to be the spectral velocity
associated with the natural frequency of the submerged fuel
Loads thus generated should be considered for local as
assembly.
well as overall effects on the walls of the rack .and the supporting, framework. It, should be demonstrated that the consequent
loads on the fuel assembly.'do. not lead to a damage of„ the fuel.

from other postulated impact events may be, acceptparameters are described in the report:
following
able,
the total mass of the impacting missile, the maximum velocity at
the time of impact, and the ductility ratio .of the target material
utilized to absorb the kinetic
Loads generated

if the

energy.'4)

Loads and Load Combinations:"
Any change in the temperature distribution due to the proposed
modification should be identified. Information pertaining to the
applicable design loads and various combinations thereof should
be provided indicating the thermal load due to the effect of the
maximum temperature distribution through the pool walls and base

0
structure

due to
Temperature gradient across the rack
between a full and an empty cell
should be indicated and incorporated in the design of the rack
structure. Maximum uplift forces available from the crane should
be indicated including the consideration of these forces in the
'esign of the racks and the analysis of the existing pool floor,

slab.

differential heating effect

if applicable.

specific loads and load combinations are acceptable if they
are in conformity with the applicable portions of Section
3.8.4-II.3 of the Standard Review Plan.

The

(5) Design

and

Analysis Procedures

Details of the mathematical model including a description of how
the important parameters are obtained should be provided including the following: the methods used to incorporate any gaps
between the support systems and gaps between the fuel bundles
and the guide tubes; the methods used to lump the masses of the
fuel bundles and the guide tubes; the methods used to account for
the effect of sloshing water on the pool walls; and, the effect
of submergence on the mass, the mass distribution and the effective damping of the fuel bundle and the fuel racks.
The design and

analysis procedures in accordance with Section

3.8.4-II.4 of the Standard Review Plan are acceptable. The
effect on gaps, sloshing water, and increase of effective mass
and damping due

to

submergence

in water should

be

quantified.

pool walls are utilized to provide lateral restraint at
higher elevations, a determination of the flexibility of the pool
walls and the capability of the walls to sustain such loads
should be provided. If the pool walls are, flexible (having a
fundamental frequency less than 33 Hertz), the floor response
spectra corresponding to the lateral restraint point at the
higher elevation are likely to be greater than. those at the base
of the pool. In such a case using the response spectrum approach,
two separate analyses should be performed as indicated below:
When

(a)

of the rack system using response spectra
corresponding.to the highest support elevation provided that
A

spectrum analysis

there is not significant peak frequency shift between the
response spectra at the lower and higher elevations; and,

(b)

static analysis of the rack system by subjecting
relative support displacement.

A
maximum

The resulting -stresses from the two analyses
combined by the absolute sum method.

it to

above should be

the

it

is
In order to determine the flexibility of the pool wall
acceptable for the licensee to use equivalent mass and stiffness
properties obtained from calculations similar to those described
"Introduction to Structural Dynamics" by J. M. Biggs published by
Should the fun'damental frequency of
McGraw Hill Book Company.
the pool wall model be higher than or equal to 33 Hertz,
may
be assumed that the response of the pool wall and the corresponding lateral support to the new rack system are identical to
those of the base slab, for which appropriate floor response
spectra or ground response spectra may already exist.

it

(6) Structural Acceptance Criteria
procedures are adopted, the structural acceptance
are those given in Section 3.8.4. II.5 of the Standard
Review Plan for steel and concrete structures.
For stainless
steel the acceptance criteria expressed as a percentage of yield
stress should satisfy Section 3.8.4. II.S of the Standard Review
Plan. When subsection NF, Section
of the ASME B&PV Code is
used for the racks, the structural acceptance criteria are those
given in the Table below.

When AISC Code

criteria

III,

For impact loading the
energy in the tensile,
should be quantified.

ductility ratios utilized to
flexural,

compressive,

absorb

kinetic

and shearing modes,

When considering the effects of seismic
loads, factors of safety against gross sliding and overturning=of
racks and rack modules under all probable service conditions
shall be in accordance with the Section 3.8.5. II-5 of the Standard Review Plan. This position on factors of safety against
sliding and tilting need not be met provided any one of the
following conditions is met:

it

(a)

can be shown by detailed nonlinear dynamic analyses that
the amplitudes of sliding motion are minimal, and impact
between adjacent rack modules or between a rack module and
the pool, walls is prevented provided that the'actors of
safety against tilting are within the, values permitted by
Section 3.8.5. II.5 of the Standard Review Plan.

(b)

can be shown that any sliding and tiltinq motion will be
contained within suitable geometric constraints such as
thermal clearances, and that any impact due to the clearances is incorporated.

it

(7) Materials, guality Control, and Special Construction Techniques:

materials, quality control procedures, 'and any special construction techniques should be described. The sequence of installation of the new fuel racks, and a description of the precautions to be taken to prevent damage to the stored fuel during

The

TABLE

Load Combination

Elastic Anal sis
D+

Acce tance
Normal

L

limits of
limits of

D+ L+

E..

Normal

D+ L+

To

1.5 times normal

lesser of

D+ L+ To+
D+ L+Ta.+
D+ L+ Ta+

leser of'2

1.6 times normal

E

Faulted condition
NF

~L'

3231.

lc

3231.la

NF

3231.la

limits or the
limits or the

Sy and Su

E,

lesser of

NF

2 Sy and Su

1.5 times normal

E

Limit

limits or the

2 Sy or Su

limits of

tt 't
Limits of XVII-4000.of Appendix XVII
of ASIDE Code Section III

1.7 (D + L)
1.7 (D +

L + E)

L+ To)
(D+ L+ E+To)
(D+ L+ Ta + E)

1.3 (D +

1.3
1.1

Notes:

l.

'abbreviations in the table above are those used in
Section 3.8.4 of the Standard Review Plan where each term
is defined except for Ta which is defined as the highest
temperature associated with the postulated abnormal design

The

conditions.

2.

Deformation

limits shall

limits specified by the Design Specification
be satisfied, and such deformation limits

should preclude damage to the fuel assemblies.
3.

provisions 'of NF 3231. 1. shall be ammended by the
requirements of the paragraphs c.2, 3, and 4 of the
Regulatory Guide l. 124 entitled "Design Limits and Load
Combinations for Class 1 Linear-Type Component Supports."

The

the construction phase should be provided. Methods for structural qualification of special poison materials utilized to
absorb neutron radiation should be described.
The material for
the fuel rack is reviewed for compatibility inside the fuel pool
environment. The quality of the fuel pool water in terms of the
pH value and the available chlorides, fluorides, boron, heavy
metals should be indicated so that the long-term integrity of the
rack structur e, fuel assembly, and the pool liner can be evaluated.
Acceptance criteria for special materials such as poison materials
should be based upon the results of the qualification program
supported by test data and/or analytical procedures.

If connections between the rack and the, pool liner are made by
welding, the welder as well as the welding procedure for the
welding assembly shall be qualified in accordance with the applicable code.

If

precipitation hardened stainles's steel material is used for
the construction of the spent fuel pool racks, hardness testing
should be performed on each rack component of the subject material
to verify that each part is heat treated properly. In addition,
the surface film resulting from the heat treatment should be
removed from each piece to assure adequate corrosion resistance.
(8) Testing and Inservice Surveillance
Methods

for verification of long-term material stability and
integrity of special poison material utilized for

mechanical

neutron absorption should include actual tests.

Inservice surveillance requirements for the fuel racks and the
applicable, are dependent on specific design
features. These features will be reviewed on a case by case
basis to determine the type and the extent of inservice surveillance necessary to assure long-term safety and integrity of the
pool and the fuel rack system.

poison material,

if
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V.

COST/BENEFIT ASSESSMENT

Following is a list of information
Cost/Benefit Assessment:

1.
1.

1

needed

for the environmental

specific needs that require increased storage
capacity in the spent fuel pool (SFP)? Include in the response:

What are the

(a)

if

status of contractual arrangements,
any, with fuelstorage or fuel-reprocessing facilities,

(b) proposed refueling schedule, including the expected number
of fuel assemblies that will be transferr ed into the SFP at
each refueling until the total existing capacity is reached,

(c)
(d)

number
SFP,

of spent fuel assemblies presently stored in the

control rod assemblies or other components stored in the
SFP, and

(e)

(f)
1.2

1.3

the additional time period that. spent fuel assemblies would
be stored onsite as a result of the proposed expansion, and
the estimated date that the SFP will'e
in storage capacity.

proposed increase

filled with

the

Discuss the total construction associated with the proposed
modification, including engineering, capital costs (direct and
indirect) and allowances for funds used during construction.
Discuss the

the

SFP.

alter native to increasing the storage capacity of
alternatives considered should include:

The

facility (if available),
spent fuel storage facility,

(a)

shipment to a fuel reprocessing

(b)

shipment to an independent

(c) shipment to another reactor site,
(d)

shutting

down

the reactor.

discussion of options (a), (b) and (c) should include a cost
of dollars per KgU stored or cost per assembly.
The discussion of (d) should include the cost for providing
replacement power either from within or outside the licensee's
generating system.
The

comparison in terms

V-1

1.4

Discuss whether the commitment of material resources (e. g.,
stainless steel, boral, B C, etc. ) would tend to significant'ly

toreclose the alternatfvek available,with respect to any other
licensing actions designed to ameliorate a possible shortage of
spent fuel storage capacity. Describe the material resources
that would be consumed by the proposed modification.

\

4

1.5

Discuss the additional heat load and the anticipated maximum
temperature of water jn the SFP which would result from the
proposed expansion, the resulting increase in evaporation rates,
the additional heat load on component and/or plant cooling water
systems and whether there will be any significant increase in
the amount of heat released to the environment.

V. 2. RADIOLOGICAL EVALUATION

2.

2.1

Following is

evaluation:

a

list of

information needed for radiological

present annual quantity of solid radioactive wastes generated by the SFP purification system. Discuss the expected
increase in solid wastes which will result from the expansion of
the capacity of the SFP.

The

2.2. Data regarding krypton-85 measured from the fuel building ventilation system by year for the last two years. If data are not
available from the fuel building ventilation system, provide
this data for the ventilation release which includes this system.
2.3 The increases in the doses to personnel from radionuclide concentrations in the SFP due to the expansion of the capacity of
the SFP, including the following:

(a)

Provide a table showing the most recent gamma isotopic
analysis of SFP water identifying the principal radionuclides and their respective'oncentrations.

(b)

The models used

~

to determine the external dose equivalent
rate from these radionuclides. Consider the dose equivalent rate at some distance above. the center and edge of the
(Use relevant experience
necessary).
pool respectively.

if

table of recent analysis performed to determine the
principal airborne radionuclides and their respective
concentrations in the SFP area.

(c)

A

(d)

The model and assumptions used
any, in dose rate from the
(c) above in the SFP area and

if

V-z

to determine the increase,
radionuclides identified= in
at the site boundary.

(e)

estimate of the increase in the annual man-rem burden
from more frequent changing of the demineralizer resin and

An

filter media.
I

Co) along the sides of
buildup of crud (e.g., s Co,
the pool and the removal methods that will be used to
reduce radiation levels at the pool edge to as low as
reasonably achievable.

(f)

The

(g)

The expected

total

to

received by personnel
occupying the fuel pool area based on all operations in
that area including the doses resulting from (e) and (f)
man-rem

be

above.

discussion of the radiation protection program as
(a) through (g) should be provided.

A

2.4

V. 3

it affects

Indicate the weight of the present spent fuel racks that will
removed from the SFP due to the modification and discuss what
will be done with these racks.

be

ACCIDENT EVALUATION

3.1

The

(a)

accident review shall consider:
cask

drop/tip analysis,

and

(b) evaluation of the overhead handling system with respect to
Regulatory Guide 1.104.

3.2

If the

accident aspects of review do not establish acceptability
with respect to either (a) or (b) above, then technical specifications may be required that prohibit cask movement in the spent

fuel building.

3.3

If the

accident review does not establish acceptability with
respect to (b) above, then technical specifications may be
required that:

(1)

define cask transfer path including control of

(a)

cask height during

transfer,

and

(b) cask lateral position during transfer
(2) indicate the minimum age of fuel in pool sections during
movement of heavy loads near the pool. In special cases
evaluation of consequences-limiting engineered safety
features such as isolation systems and filter systems may
be required.
V"3

3.4

If the cask drop/tip analysis as in 3;l(a) above is promised for
future submittal, the staff eval.uation will include a conclusion
on the feasibility of a specification of minimum age of fuel

based on previous evaluations.

3.5

weight of loads which may be transported over spent
not be substantially in excess of that of a single fuel
assembly.
A technical specification will be required to this
The maximum

fuel

may

effect.
3.6

Conclusions that determination of previous Safety Evaluation
Reports and Final Environmental Statements have not changed
significantly or impacts are not significant are made so that a
negative declaration with an Environmental Impact Appraisal
(rather than a Draft and Final Environmental Statement) can be
issued. This will involve checking realistic as well as conservative accident analyses.

V-4
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ENCLOSURE NO. 2

yliYit, ATffed General. Nuclear
(AGNS), yzoposed:plant —,in'Barnwell,
-'.South Carolina, is'nder construction
:! and is the sublect o! Pending yzeceedfngs
;„before "the Commhsfon -'regarding the
i":contfnuatfon. modfflcatfon or.suspension
- of the construction permit-from an en=
"vfzonmental'pzotectfon standpoint, and
"'the possible issuance of an oyerating
(docket'no. 50-332) -'as well as.a
related
matter (docket no. 70-1729):-,
,
:" 'On May 8, 19V5, the'Nuclear'Regula'tory Commfssfon publhhed a 'notice:iri.Servfces';

li-'cense

,"„the'sozssz,'REozsrxa".setting forth its;
" provhfonal views that,'subject'to "con" sideration.'f
comments,;..-(1) ."a'ost-

a'nalysh of alternatfv'e safeguards
'programs should be.y'iepare4 and set
SPENT FUEL STORAGE...,
f
h draft
,:Intent To Prepare Generic Envkonmenfsf fmpact statements before a'Comznissfon
impact Statement on: Handling and decision h reached on
use of
':.Storage of Spent Light Water Power ffe mixed oxfde .(recycle.plutonium),Iue1s
actor Fuel
.".~:" in" light water nuclear power.reactors.
~;.'rom the early- days of the nuclear (2) there should be no additional licenses:;..yower industzy in this Country, electric granted for.use'of mixed oxide fziel in,
jutffftfes yfannfnfz to construct and oyer--,"light,'water nu'clear'power" reactors ex-".
:.ate:light water. nuclear amer'reactors .cePt for experfmeZItal purposes, (3) with
;contemplated that the used or spent fuel:respect'o,fight water„'nuclear. yower
dhcharged'from the. reactors would be reactor fuel cycle actfyftfes whfch depend
chemically reyrocessed to'ecover the foi their fustfflcatfon on wide-scale use
:remaining quantities o! ffssfie and fer= o! mixed oxide fuel in light watez
materials (uranium and plutonium), 'clear yower reactors, there should be no
;!and .that the materials so recovered additional licenses granted which wbufd.
.twouId be recycled back into fresh reactor -foreclose future safeguards optfons. ozfueL It was contemplated by the nuclear . Tesult fn unnecessazy,.",grandfafherfn'g(fndustry that spent fuel would be dh-"and (4) the granting of.Ifcenses'would
:"charged:periodically from operating ze-- not beyrqluded'for fuel cycle activities
technfcal feasf
) actors, stored fn onsite fuel storage pools for.experimental.and/or
~dor a period of time to permit decay of bfffty purposes. ',.::,i':;-': 3.=":.'..-.- -;::~.
",,xadfoactfve materials coritafned-wfthfn .".:;In light-'of the status =of. the.'thiee:
!the,"fuel and to'„cool,'nd periodically;planned commercMreproEessfng.plants.
'„.ahipped of!site for reyrocessing. Typical- 'fn the United States, as outlined above,::
~py,'space was provided in onsfte storage:th'e earliest that spent fuel reprocessfng,;
pools for about one and one-third nu- 'could begin ozza commercial bash, ff auclear'reactor cores. Assumfng a four-year 'thorfzed, would be late 19V6. Thh„as'-".
..xeactor fuel reload cycle, such, onsfte;sumes'hat.'he
pending:licensing
>storage.pooh were planned to hold an proceedings a'e completed and,ffcenses
average df one year's discharge with suf- issued by this date. However the gpent
ffcfent remaining capacity to hold a corn- fuel pools'at a number of reactors may
ylete core should unloading of all'o! the soon be flffed, and stfO.other
from'he reactor be necessary or will have their popls fillebefore the end,
desirable because o! operational dffffcul- of 19V8. Accordingly,'even if Ifzrifted re-.
,tfes. Under normal opezatfng condit tons; processing should begin in late 19'I 8, there
:an average of five years'fscharge could,would stfff be a.shortage"fn".spent.fuel
'be a'ccommodated before the pools were .storagecapacfty„. ',';;,'-.'.
-":... ":.-: -' The. exhtfng pools at .the'E and.
ffffeL;.. ~:., ",--' .: .
.«.:;pezsonE pIannfng to.conduct commer" NFs reprocessing. plants'have.some re--"
',,cfal'reprocessfng of spent.'reactor fueh -mafnfng.marginal licensed;storage'ca-.
~rovfded"sufficient storage capacity 'for yacity which may be'ble~ accommo;;
.the spent fuels at their facilities to aflow "date the 'fuel discharges from.
some
'some operational flexibility. Typically> reactors; any increases ylanned at these
.'ipace has'een'provided or >fanned «r '. Plants may not,be sufflcfent for fndustzy-.
'several syent..fuel core reloads. Threethe future. Consequently,.there fs
reyrocessfng "plants have Possibility o! a'uture.shoitage in'll-"
'been planned for operation fn the United . "censed
spent fuel capacity regardless of
".States. 'XVze'only:..such plant that'has, the outcome of the proceedings on the
~tuaiiy operated, Nuclear, Fuel Services . May 8th notice.': "... =. s--" "=„-:.; .= ~':
(NFS) ylant at %'est Valley. New I!ork
'was shut .down'n 1972 for extensive. ..The Commission has not promulgated
any regulation which specffles a
and expansfozL There h a size
for on-site reactor spent fuel pools;
proceeding before the Nuclear however,
proposals'by reactor licensees
Regulator;Commhsfon „(Commfssfo ) 'to sfgnfflcantiy
the manner 0!
on NFs's applf~tfon for a permit to 'spent fuel storage"change
or spent fuel pool she
construct'th'ese alteratfons and expan
sion."(docket no. 50-201). The"second would be subJect to licensing review by
the':event that a
plant Genoa El~t~c Comp y's Mid .the Comnfssfon.
el Recovery plant at Morrfs II particular on-site spent fuel yool should
Ifnoh, has never operated and is in a" become fille. and no alternative form
decommhskned condftfo~ The "third of .spent fuel storage could be found,
'-'eneflt

~

wfde~

.,;....:.': '..',

~
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ment as a suitable vehicle for such kn .Coaunisslon had taro basic obJecUves InA
~
'xamlnaUon.&OUce Is hereby. given that mind: on the one hand. the generic
a generic-'environmental.impact. state- Pact statement. should not serve as a Jus <
.ment. on. the handHng and storage.of .WcaUon..for. a.fait accompH;.;on
;.quences to the'pubHc health and safety, . spent Hght water pop;er reactor fuels wQI. Other hand, the pubHc Interest.consM-"„
with such a'defezzail.
".the common. defense and iecurity, or 'be-prepared by the Commission....The».eraUonssssoclated
:the environment wouM Hkely result, the, statement wQI focus on;the Ume period .should;be carefully. weighed.. The Com"
andwlQ misUon.has concluded that there ihouid;:
'r'eactor shutdown woufd,'of, course,'e- .'betw~ now and the mid4980's
''
-.
no such general deferral, and;~t;
;move the plant from service and thisin.-.address:
'
(I) The. mignitude of 'the-possible 'these related Hcensing acUons jnay con "i
.',turn could adversely affect the *eIectric
mUHty's abQity to. meet electrical energy .'hortage of spent fuel storage capacity: . tinue during. the period zequiz'ed'-goi~. .
(0) .'The alternaUves for deaHng with:preparaUon of. the, generic statement,...
. needs,orforcetheutQitytoopeiateother
pIants that areless economical to operate. the Problem; including..but not neces- subJect to certain'ondIUons Zn reach."
sarQylhnitedto: "*.». ".-..'-':... ~-'.- .Ing this conclusion, the Commiislonhas.
:orwhichhavegreaterenvtronmentalimPermitUngthe~onofspent
.pact, and thereby adversely aifect the.
(1) Jt is Hkely that each IzuHvtduaI'H
.Interest, . „'..." „'. '.," ..., ...,.'fuel stage capacity. at power reactors,,
"..'. There:appear to be'a'number of pos-:, (b> Permitting the expansion of spent cendng,~ of this type wouM have;
'sible alternatives for Increasing. spent fuel storage capacity„at" reprocessing a uUHty that Is Independent af the uUHty
other Hcenslng aeons of thh" type'
storage capacity including, among plants;
(c) Licensing, of.,independent.spent . (2> It'Is not Hkely that tbe taking of
othez things, increasing the storage ca-...,.".. any parUcular+ensing acUon of
...
:Pacity at present reactor sites. and con- fuel stor'age facQltles;
of Independent spent fuel . '. (d) Storage of spent fuel from one type during'the time frame under'on-.
'storage facQlties. The shortage of spent . or more reactors at the storage pools of 'sideration would constitute a:commi
ment of resources that wouM'tend -to.
.:
fuel storage capacity QD occur at Indi-..other reactors:
.'Vidual 'reactors, and the Commission..
.(e),Ordering that generation of spent .slgnQIcantly foreclose the alternaUves=
~ccould.adequately address the 'Issues in-'CueL. (reactor .Operation), be'"stopped or . avaQable with respect to any other-.Ill,
= - -'"..'.,dMdual Heensfng acUon of this type; -, =".
evolved;on'a case-by-case'asis. witMn,restricted; ."
(3)'h cost benefit analysis of the aI-: .. (3) IthHkelythatanyenvironmental;
.„the context. of indlvidualHcensing re-,
5ews. Indeed, the Commission has not, teznatives Hsted in (2). along with any impacts associated with any Individual':
$4'date,='found
it necessary,'in the dh- other reasonably feasible, alteznaUves licensing action of this type would be''
charge of its Hcensing and related regu- including:
iuch that they could adequately be ad
'Iatozy. functions, to develop any overall . (a),Impacts on. pubHc health and dressed within the context of the indi-':
-:>orogram.of action.to deal with the prob- We'ty', and, the .common defense .and, 'vidual Hcense apPHcaUon„without ov'er-':
~Iem. Th',commission does, however, have . security;..'; ..-' '..
.
Iooldng anv cumulative environmental:
-.. -..-.;~a,;.w -.-.~;,...,:,-'.
".(b) Environmental.,sochl, and-eco- impacts; . ',
Stbe discieUon to deal with issues. of this
»(g. R Is gkeiy. that~ a< t ':type.'on a generic.basis through the ex-;.nomic costs andbeneflts; -"
".. ',... Issues
,:,.»ezcise of'Its.zulemaking authozICF =and/,:„'c) Commitments of resources;
that may arhe in the
of
~or the Jssuanca of.k "generic" envtzon- ., (d) ImPHcaUons regarding oPUons review of an Individual Hcense appHcaIongintermediate
and
(mental" impact statement. Rulemaking avaQable for the
~roceedings.,and/or the issuance of a','tezmstorageof nuclear wastematerials: "text. and
.„<enezic'nytronmental impact statement:, (e) .Relationship between load short
(5) A'deferral or severe ze~Uon 'on
gh't as appropriate, serve as the con- '-.'.term uses. of the environment and IongHcenshlg
this type would re'-.
'for the'romulgaUon. of more. de-,'term producUvity;;. "„':-..." ' ', ";- suit hl acUons of harm.tO,
the public;
Uve.czite~ iegazdlng size and de-' (4) "The Impacts of possible add!Uoual interest. substanUal
As indicated, sue/
of spent fuel pool and/or the 11- 'tmsportaUon of spent fuel th t may or defel al could
rabat In r actor ahut=..=
-censing of independent spent fuel storage "be required should one or more'f the downs as exsUngspent
fuel pools become.
pgacQIUes, and for. consideration of Pos " aite~Uvesbe adopted;;
'----:filled. It now appears
sible'zevIslon of the Tuel cycle environ- ',,(5> .Moze deflnIUve standards and czi-" fuel'ools. of 'as many that..the„spent"
as
,cmental,hnpacts set forth ln ..10 CPR ~rta to govern the licensing of one or 'couM be fmed by'mid-1976.ten.reactors
These ten.
addiUonal
fuel
sPent
4 5120(e).fnHght of
reactors represerit a total of about 6 mQ-.
deaHng
with
the
alternaUves
for
more
of
rage and'ttendant transportation
.
. »-».»: Hon )dlowatts of electrical energy gen~
the P~bl~. and
;Also, the., possible 1mpHcaUOTa.O in-,(6>
=10-.CPR eraUng capacity. The removal of these'.
-'(6)
~>>e,z
enhents
to
Po
p
'zeased~nt fuel storage on the options
....
~~,,...,.:, ».;~. -."..;"..reactors- from serlgce could.'reduce the'.
('avaQabie for Intermediate and long-tezzn .~.'.,
'=- '- ':>" .
'utQIUes'ervice m
point where.,
F~ge:o'f nuclear waste materials could' ..> apPropziate rui(smLM g p~
gs. reHabie cervice would be toina Jeopardy,
or't
within-,'this-'on items '(5>.an«6> Hsted bo" '. nn "force the uUIIUes to rely more heavQy on.:
.".~tably be,-"'".:examined
~,.q»'. „.~-'.'" "~~"'.„:.'-, other issues related.to..the handHng,and
"less e'conomical:or.more. Polluting gozm'ii,
fu
5.'-~one:gz'ouz>wf interested'organisaUons'- storage of p
-'.Of lgezleraUon .that".'would .'Impose.".eca;6
-. Defense..:.Cou'ncQ',-.:Usted on or
debout that:Ume of Iss~ e: comic PenaIUes 'oa,.'consumers 'and, In'5
~g~:.Club; and Businessmeri for the".of. the draft generic.en~-~~~
'rease envtzonmenL'I impacts '-".'=~".PubHc Zntezest) has requested the Com- Pact statemnt .;„: '-:»'.»; .
»..: ", ".~e Commission expects'that'any Ji
';
environmeu-.
a
generic
.
to prepare
~The Commission hILs also given careful:. censing.acUon intended .to ameHorate,a-'
'.Mi onpactstateme
tonthehandHngand.'comtderauonzto.the.que
Uon whethe -A.ible short ge.g-spent fuel-storage-.',
related"
-'tozage'f. spent reactor fuel and
'Hcensing acUons intended to ameHorate capacity: during:.this
..'Period>
7mattezs (letter.'to L. V. Gossick'from,aposslbleshortageof spent fuel storage ~ouid be-accompanied ..interim
by an envtron-'.:
Z. Roisman, dated May'20. 1975, 'capacity, Including such .acUons as the.:znentai
statement,(10 CFR I'51.'5;
>copy 'on fQO at the Commission's PubHc '.Issuance of 'peraUng'cense. amend"..':ga>> orImpact
'Document Room,, 1717 8'Street,;NVF'ents topermitincreases In the storage '(c))" Impact appzaisaI '(10 CPR I 51-5 >
tagored to the facts of the
D.C,>.„: „~ ".'- '- - " . ": capacity of reactor spentSueI pools or
the Coglmission's
conclu~z
~ce
earsPent-fuel
.zeprocessing. Plazlt
the Commissjon believes, as
storage sions with respect to the genezal
9
five
factors,as
matter'of
spent ~ls.. Or the Hcensing of In epen n set forth above,.may not fit the factual.
ger Indicated; that the
'fuel storage capacity can adequately be spent fuel storage facQIties sh uM .be c}zcumstances of parUcular Hcensing ac-:
addressed ona case-by-casebasls within. deferred Pending comPletion of the ge
Uons, the five factors wQI be
the oo tet of individual Hc shg re-. ncdc.eneonment I'Impact.statement
con-"-..
"."views, it also,beHeves that, from'the Such'a deferral was requested in the weighef and bala ced within. the
thesestatementsorappzaisalsin
standpoint of longer range Policy, this letter on behalf OI Natural Resouces. textof
reachingJIcensing determinations..'»'=.
matter can profitably be examined hl a Defense CouncQ, Sierra Club, and
context. Zt views the Preparation nessmen for the Public Interest noted -. Datei't VPasMngton, D.C. this 10th"
of a genericenvironmentaiimpactstate-- above. In considering this matter, the dayof Septemberl975.

th Hector would be eventually forced
to.shut-down and .'store" the ]est spent.
:reactor fuel in.the reactor pressure ves='seI.'WMe no'serious.adverse conse-
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